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A weak jobs report, declining manufacturing activity an escalation
in the trade war: How much more can an aging business cycle take?
During the first half of the year, the economy showed initial signs of an air
leak. But as we enter the second half of 2019, evidence has started to mount
that it is losing altitude at an even faster rate.
No, the US is not about to free-fall into recession. But it is abundantly clear
from the last several job reports, their downward revisions on payrolls, along
with the latest surveys from corporate purchasing managers, that economic
activity is rapidly decelerating. (ISM manufacturing activity has been sliding
for four straight months.)
At the heart of this deterioration is the festering trade war with China. It has
been damaging to the economy and endangering the current US business cycle.

Let’s start with the most important report card on the economy – job
creation. We had a slew of data points in the July employment release that
should concern the White House.
• The 3-month average increase in private payrolls has dropped to
136,000 in July, from 224,000 a year ago.

• Average weekly hours worked in the private sector has been declining
all year. It fell to 34.3 hours last month, the fewest in more than two years.
• Average overtime hours in manufacturing has dropped to 3.2 in July
from 3.5 a year ago.
• While the unemployment rate held at 3.7% last month, looming
uncertainties over trade have made CEOs reticent about ramping up
capital spending and slowed new hiring. Jobless rates are creeping higher
for Hispanics, Asians, teenagers and women.
These are disturbing trends since it is the consumer that kept the economy
out of any danger up to now. Now their spending may soon be in
jeopardy. The new 10% tariff President Trump announced on $300
billion of Chinese imports will zero in on popular consumer products --toys, cell, phones, clothing and consumer electronics. These new import
duties will take effect September 1st, just as retailers are gearing up for the
holiday shopping season. If they are passed on in the form of higher
prices, it could force consumers to scale back shopping. If they do
retrench, this business cycle is effectively over!
Evidently the truce that followed the June G20 meeting between Trump
and Xi Jinping lasted barely a month, not an encouraging sign. Now that
the White House has raised the stakes again, China will undoubtedly
announce how they are going to retaliate. And so has gone this vicious
punitive cycle between the two largest economies in the world.
The economic outlook thus becomes murkier by the day. The futures
market sees a near 100% chance of another rate cut by the Federal
Reserve in September. But as we have said in our previous report, the
heavy foot on the neck of the economy now is not tight monetary policy.
How could it be when the real fed funds rate is just half a percentage
point?
What’s weighing heavily on the economy are nonstop rounds of tariffs
against China, followed by their retaliation against the US. It’s also the
scatter-shot approach with which the White House has used tariffs to
carry it’s domestic economic and foreign policies, regardless of the cost.
It’s also the manifest goal of the Trump administration to reverse
globalization and pursue protectionism, despite decades of unassailable
evidence that the former promotes economic growth, while the latter
hampers it. And finally it is the erratic implementation of tariffs without
regard to how it disrupts decades of carefully crafted relationships US
firms have with suppliers all over the world.

These are poorly conceived actions, which the Federal Reserve cannot
rectify. Slashing interest rates to stimulate the economy in this
environment is like filling a car’s gas tank for long drive when it’s disabled
with multiple flat tires. Simply put, we have reached the limits of what low
interest rates can do in this situation.
So while this long economic cycle still has legs, those legs are tiring under the
chronic strain of flawed trade policies. We see it in the July jobs report and
from depressing US and foreign stats on manufacturing.
The next downturn will not be triggered by high interest rates, nor some
exogenous shock that drives up oil prices --- but because if acts of human
folly, self-injurious trade policies that will engulf the entire world economy.
We have therefore raised the odds of recession next year from 35% to 50%.
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